Reward-predictive stimuli can increase an automatic response tendency, which needs to be counteracted by effortful response inhibition when this tendency is inappropriate for the current task. Here we investigated how the human brain implements this dynamic process by adopting a reward-modulated Simon task while acquiring EEG and fMRI data in separate sessions. In the Simon task, a lateral target stimulus triggers an automatic response tendency of the spatially corresponding hand, which needs to be overcome if the activated hand is opposite to what the task requires, thereby delaying the response. We associated high or low reward with different targets, the location of which could be congruent or incongruent with the correct response hand. High-reward targets elicited larger Simon effects than low-reward targets, suggesting an increase in the automatic response tendency induced by the stimulus location. This tendency was accompanied by modulations of the lateralized readiness potential over the motor cortex, and was inhibited soon after if the high-reward targets were incongruent with the correct response hand. Moreover, this process was accompanied by enhanced theta oscillations in medial frontal cortex and enhanced activity in a frontobasal ganglia network. With dynamical causal modeling, we further demonstrated that the connection from presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) to right inferior frontal cortex (rIFC) played a crucial role in modulating the reward-modulated response inhibition. Our results support a dynamic neural model of reward-induced response activation and inhibition, and shed light on the neural communication between reward and cognitive control in generating adaptive behaviors.
Introduction
It is crucial for humans to coordinate between automatic (i.e., bottom-up) and goal-directed (i.e., top-down) behavioral tendencies. A growing body of studies has shown that both the bottom-up and the top-down cognitive processing can be modulated by reward (Awh et al. 2012; Yee and Braver 2018) , the driving force of human behavior (Berridge and Robinson 1998) . On the one hand, stimuli that are associated with reward attract visual attention Wang et al. 2013 ) and provoke motor reactions (Bundt et al. 2016) . On the other hand, reward expectation improves task performance by motivating the inhibition of task-irrelevant information (Padmala and Pessoa 2011; Kang et al. 2017) . Although the bias for reward can be beneficial in an evolutionary sense, it nevertheless causes undesirable behavioral consequences when it is in conflict with the current goals (Dayan et al. 2006 ). Thus, topdown cognitive control needs to overcome such prepotencies to realize task goals and ensure healthy functioning (Hare et al. 2011; Boehler et al. 2012) . Despite the increasing number of studies that focus either on the reward-modulated cognitive bias or on the reward-modulated inhibitory control, it remains unclear how the conflict between these 2 processes is resolved in the brain, and how reward-seeking and cognitive control are coordinated to generate adaptive behaviors (Kouneiher et al. 2009; Botvinick and Braver 2015; Westbrook and Braver 2016) .
In recent studies, a 2-stage model was proposed to describe the coordination between response tendencies towards reward and the top-down control on such response tendencies (Freeman et al. 2014; Freeman and Aron 2016) . According to this model, reward-predicting stimuli induce an early motor activation, which is then inhibited by a control process when this response is inappropriate for the current goal. Specifically, in a Go/NoGo task, relative to reward-unrelated NoGo stimuli, more commission errors occurred to reward-related NoGo stimuli and the effector-muscle activity to reward-related NoGo stimuli was enhanced in an early time window but was soon inhibited in a late time window (Freeman et al. 2014 ; high-reward vs. low-reward in Freeman and Aron 2016) . Although the 2-stage model and the underlying empirical work have provided valuable insights into the dynamic control of reward-induced response tendencies, it was established mainly based on evidence from the Go/NoGo task which reflects the neurocognitive process that countermands a response tendency . The generality of this model therefore needs to be verified with evidence from more complex tasks, which engage the detection of competing responses and the selective inhibition of inappropriate responses (i.e., in situations in which the response control is not only required by the task at hand but also motivated to obtain reward; Forstmann et al. 2008; Salzer et al. 2017) . Moreover, the neural mechanism of this dynamic process needs to be elucidated more clearly.
Here we addressed these issues by using the Simon task (Simon 1969; Hommel 2011; Salzer et al. 2017) and by investigating the neural dynamics of reward-induced response activation and inhibition. In particular, we aimed to reveal the brain networks involved in the 2 processing stages, and the temporal coherence (Fries 2005) and connectivity (Friston 2009 ) between the networks.
The Simon effect refers to a spatial congruency effect in which a response to a lateral target is slowed down when the target location does not correspond spatially with the motor response (e.g., left vs. right hand) (Simon 1969; Hommel 2011 ). An influential model proposes that the target location automatically generates a spatially corresponding response code via a stimulus-driven route (Eimer 1995) , while the correct response code is produced along a controlled pathway following the instructed stimulus-response mapping. When the 2 response codes converge, behavioral performance is enhanced; otherwise performance is impaired (De Jong et al. 1994; Zhang and Kornblum 1997) . The automatic response activation, including the activation of its motor component, takes effect soon after target onset, dissipates quickly over time (De Jong et al. 1994) and can be overcome by an active suppression when the response activation conflicts with the response code required by the task set (Ridderinkhof 2002; Forstmann et al. 2008; Proctor et al. 2011) . As a result, the Simon effect decreases as the response speed slows down, showing a decreasing function between the size of the Simon effect and the response speed. The slope of the decrease function is perceived as an indicator of the decay of the automatic response activation (De Jong et al. 1994; Wiegand and Wascher 2005) . Hence, as an extension of the Go/NoGo task, the Simon task enables us to investigate the temporal profile of the response activation that is automatically triggered by the stimulus, and the corresponding response inhibition when this activated response is in conflict with the task goal.
In the current study, we associated high or low reward with a lateral target, the location of which was either congruent or incongruent with the correct response hand. We expected a larger Simon effect for a high-reward than for a low-reward target, as the target predicting a high reward is likely to induce stronger automatic response activation based on its (task-irrelevant) location, regardless of whether this response activation is congruent or incongruent with the correct response hand. When this enhanced response activation is in conflict with the correct response hand (in the incongruent condition), stronger response inhibition has to be recruited to overcome this enhanced response tendency for the performance actually gaining the reward. To this end, we conducted 2 behavioral experiments with different stimuli (letter in Experiment 1A and digit in Experiment 1B) to show how the Simon effect would be affected by reward. By analysing the decrease function of the Simon effect, we investigated the underlying mechanisms of how reward modulates the temporal profile of the response activation. Building on our behavioral studies, we used EEG (Experiment 2) and fMRI (Experiment 3) to reveal the temporal and spatial dynamics of reward-induced response activation and inhibition in the brain. For the reward-induced response activation, we predicted that high-reward targets would induce greater BOLD signals in the motor cortex as well as stronger lateralized readiness potentials (LRP), an ERP component reflecting response preparation (van Turennout et al. 1998; Töllner et al. 2012) , driven by the early activation of the motor cortex by target location. For the top-down control of inhibiting the inappropriate response activation, high-reward targets would induce stronger theta-band oscillation in medial frontal cortex (MFC), a well-documented component for conflict monitoring and cognitive control (Cavanagh and Frank 2014; Cohen 2014) , and enhanced neural activity in presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) and right inferior frontal cortex (rIFC), 2 key brain regions in the neural pathway for response inhibition (Aron and Poldrack 2006; Aron et al. 2007; Forstmann et al. 2008; Boehler et al. 2010) .
Prominent models suggest that response control is initiated via the connectivity between the frontal network (e.g., pre-SMA and rIFC) and the basal ganglia (Hikosaka and Isoda 2010; Neubert et al. 2010; Jahfari et al. 2011; Aron et al. 2016) . However, there is no agreement on how reward and cognitive control integrate in the human brain to regulate response control. One account is that the prefrontal cortex, especially pre-SMA/dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC), combines reward information and the current demand for control (Kouneiher et al. 2009; Shenhav et al. 2013) , and engages the lateral prefrontal cortex to regulate action selection (Kouneiher et al. 2009 ). Another model is that reward modulates response inhibition by tuning the frontosubthalamic pathway. For example, Herz et al. (2014) found that stimulating pre-SMA improves response inhibition when a reward delivery is expected, and this reward-modulated response inhibition is mediated by the enhanced connectivity between rIFC and subthalamic nucleus (STN). In the current study, we tested these models with dynamic causal modeling (DCM, Friston et al. 2003) in the fMRI experiment. We hypothesized that, if reward acts on the frontal pathway to modulate response control (Kouneiher et al. 2009; Duverne and Koechlin 2017) , reward modulations would be observed only on the connectivity between pre-SMA and rIFC. If reward acts on the frontobasal ganglia pathway (Herz et al. 2014) , reward modulations would be observed only on the connectivity from frontal areas to basal ganglia areas. In addition, there is a third possibility that reward interacts with cognitive control in both the frontal and frontobasal ganglia pathways. From this perspective, we would observe reward modulations on both the frontal pathway (pre-SMA and rIFC) and the frontobasal ganglia pathway.
Materials and Methods

Participants
A total of 20 right-handed students at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam participated in Experiment 1 A (8 females, 12 males, mean age 22.3 years). Overall, 20 right-handed students at Peking University participated in Experiment 1B (11 females, 9 males, mean age 20.2 years). Another 25 right-handed students at Peking University, who did not participate in Experiment 1B, took part in the EEG experiment (Experiment 2). One participant of the EEG experiment was excluded due to excessive artifacts (60% of the total trials), leaving 24 participants (8 females, mean age 21.9 years) for data analysis. A new group of 26 right-handed students at Peking University, who did not participate in Experiments 1B and 2, participated in the fMRI experiment (Experiment 3). Two of them were excluded due to excessive head movement (>3 mm), leaving 24 participants (14 females, mean age 21.1 years). All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and color vision. Written informed consents were obtained from each participant. This study was performed in accordance with the 
Stimuli and Design
In Experiments 1A, 2, and 3, stimuli were black letters "E" and "P" (1.2°× 1.5°in visual angle) presented against a gray screen. Each letter was surrounded by a red or blue circle (1.8°diame-ter). A black cross (0.5°× 0.5°in visual angle) was presented at the center of the screen for central fixation. For a specific trial, 1 of the 2 target letters was presented left or right to the central fixation (4°distance). Participants were required to discriminate the identity of the letter ("E" vs. "P") by pressing the corresponding button on the keyboard with the left and right index finger, respectively. The position of the keyboard was fixed during the whole experiment, to ensure that the button "E" and the button "P" on the keyboard had equal horizontal distance to the midline of the screen. Thus, the response hand could be either congruent or incongruent with the spatial position of the letter. In Experiments 1A, 2, and 3, different reward magnitudes were associated with the identity ("E" vs. "P") of the target letter (Fig. 1A) . For half of the participants, letter "E" was associated with high reward, and letter "P" was associated with low reward; for the other half, the association was reversed. The color of the circle was irrelevant to both the task and the reward association.
To test the generality of the observed effects for different stimuli, we conducted Experiment 1B, where stimuli were black digits '3', '4', '5', and '6' (1.2°× 1.5°in visual angle) presented against a gray screen. A black cross (0.5°× 0.5°in visual angle) was presented at the center of the screen for central fixation. For a specific trial, one of the 4 digits was presented left or right to the central fixation (4°distance). Participants were required to discriminate the disparity of the digit (odd vs. even) by pressing the corresponding button ("E" vs. "P") on the keyboard with the left and right index finger, respectively. Different reward magnitudes were associated with the disparity of the presented digit (Fig. 1B) . For half of the participants, odd digit was associated with high reward while even digit was associated with low reward; for the other half, the association was reversed. Figure 1 . The design (A and B) and stimuli sequence (C) of the 4 experiments. In Experiments 1A, 2, and 3, high-or low-reward was associated with the identity of the target. The task was to discriminate the identity of the target letter ("E" vs. "P"), using the left and right index finger respectively (A). The location of the target could be either congruent or incongruent with the correct response hand. In Experiment 1B, the task was to discriminate the disparity of the digit ('3', '4', '5', or '6') . High-or low-reward was associated with the disparity of the target (odd vs. even) (B). A feedback frame was presented to indicate the points participants earned in the current trial and the total points the participant earned from the first trial (C).
Therefore, all the experiments had a 2 (reward: high vs. low) × 2 (spatial congruency: congruent vs. incongruent) design, rendering to 4 experimental conditions: high-reward congruent (HC), high-reward incongruent (HIC), low-reward congruent (LC), and low-reward incongruent (LIC). Given that the mapping between the response button and response hand was fixed (left index finger for "E" and right index finger for "P"), while the mapping between reward association and response hand was counterbalanced across participants such that high-reward was associated with the left hand and low-reward was associated with the right hand for half of the participants whereas the association was reversed for the other half of the participants, any interaction between reward and spatial congruency cannot be reduced to handness.
The association between letter/digit and monetary reward was established by presenting a feedback frame after button press indicating the points a participant could receive in that trial. The earned points in each trial were calculated as (1000 − RT) × 0.002 × bonus_multiplier. For high-reward targets, bonus_multiplier was always 10; for low-reward targets, bonus_multiplier was always 1 (Le Pelley et al. 2015) . Errors, trials with responses slower than 1000 ms resulted in no points.
Procedures
In Experiments 1 (behavioral) and 2 (EEG), participants were tested individually in a soundproof and dimly lighted room. They were seated in front of a monitor screen with their head positioned on a chin rest and were required to fix at the central cross throughout each trial. The eye-to-monitor distance was fixed at 65 cm. In Experiment 3 (fMRI), stimuli were presented through an LCD projector onto a rear screen located behind the participant's head, and the participant viewed the screen via an angled mirror mounted on the head-coil of the MRI setup.
Each trial began with the presentation of the central fixation for a variable duration. The variable duration was 400/500/ 600 ms in Experiments 1 and 3, and was randomly jittered from 400 to 800 ms (for baseline correction of EEG data) in Experiment 2 (Fig. 1C) . The target was then presented for 300 ms, followed by a blank screen. The blank screen lasted for up to 1200 ms until response was given. After response or the time limit (1200 ms) of the blank screen was reached, a feedback frame was presented and remained on the screen for 1400 ms. The feedback frame contained both the points in that trial and the total points accumulated from the beginning. In Experiment 1, the feedback frame was presented on every single trial. In Experiments 2 and 3, the feedback frame was presented after every 10 trials indicating both the points from the last 10 trials and the total points. The intertrial interval (ITI) was a blank screen of 1000 ms in Experiments 1, was jittered from 1250 to 2000 ms (1250/1500/1750/2000 ms) in Experiment 2, and was jittered from 2000 to 2750 ms (2000/2250/2500/2750 ms) in Experiment 3. The longer ITI in Experiment 3 was to accommodate to the temporal resolution of MRI scanning (TR = 2000 ms). There were 120 trials for each of the 4 experimental conditions. The 480 trials were divided into 10 blocks of equal length (48 trials), with each block including equal numbers of trials for each condition (12 trials). Trials from different conditions in each block were mixed and presented in a random order. At the end of each block, the total points and the corresponding amount of money calculated from the total points were presented on the screen. Participants were explicitly informed about the association between different targets and different levels of reward, and were encouraged to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to maximize their bonus income. They were told that the points accumulated during the experiment would be proportionally exchanged into money and added to their basic payment (Experiment 1A: €6; Experiment 1B: 20 yuan, about €3; Experiments 2 and 3: 70 yuan, about €10). Overall, 20 practice trials were provided prior to the actual experiment.
Statistical Analysis of Behavioral Data
For each experimental condition, omissions, incorrect responses, and trials with RTs beyond the mean RT ± 3 SD for all the correct trials were first excluded. Mean RT of the remaining trials (93.5% in Experiment 1A, 91.6% Experiment 1B, 91.6% in Experiment 2, and 94.9% Experiment 3) in each condition was then computed. The error rate in each condition was calculated as the proportion of the number of omissions and incorrect trials against the total number of trials in each condition.
Distributional analysis was then carried out on the Simon effect across different response speeds (De Jong et al. 1994) . For each participant, valid trials in each experimental condition (correct trials with an RT within 3 SD of the mean RT in a particular condition) were divided into 6 RT bins, with equal numbers of trials in each bin. Mean RT was computed for each bin. In both the high-reward and low-reward conditions, the spatial congruency effect in each bin was obtained by subtracting the mean RT in the congruent condition from the mean RT in the incongruent condition. Linear regression between the spatial congruency effect and the mean RT in each bin was conducted. For each participant, a linear regression function Y = a + b* (RT -RT avg ) was fitted to the high-reward and the low-reward Simon effect-response speed function, respectively. The RT avg was calculated by averaging RTs across all the conditions and participants (De Jong et al. 1994 ). The sixth bin was excluded from the regression analysis because of a larger variance for this bin than for any other bin (Wascher et al. 2001) . To examine how the automatic activation of the spatial code and its decay were modulated by reward, the parameter estimates (the intercept a and the slope b) of the model fitting were compared between high-reward and low-reward conditions. Given that the larger Simon effects caused by reward manifested only in terms of RT but not in terms of error rates, probably due to a floor effect of error rates, the distribution analysis was conducted only for RTs.
EEG Recording
EEG was recorded from 64 Ag/AgCl-electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (Anticap Brain Products, Germany). The electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded at 2 electrode sites: vertical EOG was monitored from an electrode placed above the right eye, and horizontal EOG from an electrode located at the outer canthus of the left eye. All electrode impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. The EEG and EOG recordings were amplified by BrainAmps (Brain Products, Germany) using a band-pass filter of 0.016-100 Hz, and digitized online at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. The EEG from all channels were online referenced to the nose electrode. The EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme & Makeig 2004 ) was used to denoise and segment EEG data. The data were high-pass filtered offline above 0.5 Hz, low-pass filtered below 30 Hz, and referenced to the average of all channels except the vertical and horizontal EOG. Ocular artifacts were corrected by a procedure based on independent component analysis (Jung et al. 2000; Drisdelle et al. 2017 ).
Event-Related Potential Analysis
For event-related potential (ERP) analysis, we focused on both the stimulus-locked LRP, which is time-locked to the onset of the stimulus, and the response-locked LRP, which is timelocked to the onset of the response (Töllner et al. 2012 ) to show the reward-induced response activation. In each trial, stimulus-locked epochs were extracted from the interval of −200 to 800 ms relative to stimulus onset, while responselocked epochs were derived from the interval of −1000 to 200 ms relative to response onset. Note here that none of the response-locked epochs had overlap with the epoch of the previous trial or the next trial, because all of the RTs (after the exclusion of outliers) were within the range of 211-768 ms. For stimulus-locked epochs, baseline corrections were applied to the interval of −200 to 0 ms relative to the stimulus onset. For response-locked epochs, baseline corrections were applied to the interval of −1000 to 800 ms relative to response onset, ensuring that the baseline had no overlap with the presentation of the target. Trials with mean voltages of epochs exceeding ±70 μV were excluded to avoid artefact contamination (3% of the total trials for stimulus-locked epochs, and 9% of the total trials for response-locked epochs).
LRPs were obtained by subtracting ERP signals recorded at the ipisilateral motor cortex (C3/C4 electrode) of the correct response hand from ERP recorded at the contralateral motor cortex. For example, if the left hand was the correct response in a given trial, LRP was obtained by subtracting signals recorded at C3 from signals recorded at C4. If the right hand was the correct response, LRP was obtained by subtracting signals recorded at C4 from signals recorded at C3. For each condition, the obtained LRP was averaged across 2 both hemispheres (van Turennout et al. 1998) .
The peak amplitude of stimulus-and response-locked LRP was identified at the group level in each of the 4 conditions. For stimulus-locked LRP, the peak detection started from 200 ms poststimulus onset. The mean amplitude was then calculated by averaging 50 points (100 ms) centered at the peak point (HC: 200-300 ms, HIC: 192-292 ms, LC: 194-294 ms, LIC: 190-290 ms). We labeled this time range as the early time window for stimulus-locked LRP, and extracted the amplitude from the following 100-ms time range as the late time window (HC: 300-400 ms, HIC: 292-392 ms, LC: 294-394 ms, LIC: 290-390 ms). For response-locked LRP, the peak detection started from response onset and went backwards. The mean amplitude was calculated by averaging 50 points centered at the group peak point (HC: −118 to −18 ms, HIC: −108 to −8 ms, LC: −112 to −12 ms, LIC: −114 to −14 ms). This time range was labeled as the late time window for response-locked LRP, and the 100-ms time range prior to this late time window was labeled as the early time window (HC: −218 to −118 ms, HIC: −208 to −108 ms, LC: −212 to −112 ms, LIC: −214 to −114 ms). For both stimulusand response-locked LRP, we expected that the amplitude would be enhanced in high-reward conditions relative to lowreward conditions in the early time window, and this reward modulation would be attenuated in the late time window.
Time Frequency Analysis
For each trial in each condition, time-frequency transformation was performed by convolving the induced activity with a complex Morlet wavelet with a Gaussian kernel of 4-cycle width using Fieldtrip (Oostenveld et al. 2011 ). This procedure was applied to frequencies ranging from 2 to 30 Hz in steps of 1 Hz, during the time window of −700 to 1200 ms relative to stimulus onset in steps of 10 ms. Event-related power changes were calculated as the percentage change of power relative to the baseline (−200 to 0 ms relative to stimulus onset).
Given the well-documented role of frontal theta oscillation in conflict resolution (Nigbur et al. 2012; Cavanagh and Frank 2014; Töllner et al. 2017) , statistical analyses were focused on the theta-band activities in the frontal areas. The theta oscillatory activities were extracted within the frequency of 6-8 Hz during the time window of 0-800 ms poststimulus onset. Cluster-based permutation tests (Maris and Oostenveld 2007) were implemented on the frontocentral channels (Fz, F1, F2, F3,  F4, F5, F6, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6 , Cz, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, and C6). Dependent-sample t tests on incongruent trials versus congruent trials were conducted for each channel. To investigate whether and how the theta oscillation driven by the response conflict was modulated by reward, the t tests between incongruent and congruent trials were carried out for the highreward condition and the low-reward condition, respectively. The interaction between reward and congruency were further tested by conducting a cluster-based permutation t test comparing the differences between the contrast "HIC > HC" and the contrast "LIC > LC". Adjacent channels exceeding alpha level (0.05) were grouped into a cluster. Cluster-level statistic was calculated by taking the sum of the t-values within the cluster. The number of random permutations using Monte Carlo method was set to 5000.
fMRI Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
For each participant, T2*-weighted echo-planar images (EPI) with blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast was obtained with a research-dedicated GE MR750 3 T scanner (General Electric, Fairfield, CT). In total, 33 transversal slices of 4 mm thickness that covered the whole brain were acquired in an interleaved order (repetition time: 2000 ms, echo time: 30 ms, field of view: 192 mm × 192 mm, in-plane resolution: 3 mm × 3 mm, flip angle: 90°). The whole functional scanning session included 10 runs for the 10 blocks of the experiment, with each run containing 138 EPI volumes. A high-resolution, whole-brain structural scan (1 mm 3 isotropic voxel MPRAGE) was acquired after functional imaging. Data of one run from one participant was excluded from analysis because of technical error during the scanning, and the behavioral data from this block (run) was also excluded. Data were preprocessed with the Statistical Parametric Mapping software SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK). For each run, the first 5 volumes were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. Preprocessing was done with SPM8 default settings. Images from each run were slice-time corrected and motion corrected. Different brain tissues (gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal signals) were segmented following standard procedures implemented in SPM8 and were transformed into standard MNI space and resampled to 3×3×3 mm 3 isotropic voxel. The data were then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) to accommodate intersubject anatomical variability.
Statistical Analysis of fMRI Data
Data were high-pass filtered with a cutoff period of 128 s and corrected for serial correlation. We specified a general linear model (GLM) to construct a multiple regression design matrix, with each of the 4 experimental conditions (HC, HIC, LC, LIC)
Reward and Action Selection Wang et al. | 5 being modeled as separate regressors. The 4 event types were time-locked to the stimulus onset, and modeled by an impulse function convolved with a canonical synthetic hemodynamic response function and its time derivatives (Friston et al. 1998; Hopfinger et al. 2000) . To control for any potential confounding effect caused by response latency (especially given that correlation analysis between RT and parameter estimates would be conducted), a parametric modulation regressor of the meancorrected RT (mean RT in a specific trial minus mean RT averaged across all trials in an experimental condition) was included for each experimental condition (Wang et al. 2015) . The excluded trials (incorrect trials and outliers) were modeled as a regressor of no interest. The 6 head movement parameters derived from the realignment procedure were also included as regressors of no interest. Parameter estimates were subsequently calculated for each voxel using weighted least squares to provide maximum likelihood estimators based on the temporal autocorrelation of the data. For each participant, we defined the contrast of "HIC > LIC" to identify brain areas involved in coping with response conflict that was modulated by reward. However, the contrast of "HIC > LIC" would likely identify brain areas reflecting both rewardinduced response activation and the corresponding response inhibition. To disentangle these 2 processes and reveal the brain areas that are specifically related to reward-modulated response inhibition, we identified the brain areas only involved in the reward-enhanced response activation by the contrast of "HC > LC", because the congruent condition did not require the inhibitory control, and further excluded these areas from the contrast of "HIC > LIC" through exclusive masking. The obtained contrast images of the first level analysis were entered into a second level random effect group analysis. Simple t tests were used to assess the specific effects. Areas of activation were identified as significant only if they passed the threshold of P < 0.001, family wise (FWE)-corrected at the cluster level, each voxel in the cluster significant at P < 0.001 uncorrected. To achieve a conservative criterion for the overall masking procedure, the threshold for the contrast of "HC > LC" that was used to mask the contrast of "HIC > LIC" was set to a quite liberal P < 0.01 uncorrected at the voxel level without any correction at the cluster level.
To identify primary motor cortex (M1), we specified another GLM. Events of trials with left-hand response and right-hand responses were modeled as separate regressors. Left M1 was identified by the contrast "Right-hand response > Left-hand Response" and right M1 was identified by the contrast "Lefthand response > Right-hand response." Parameter estimates for the 4 experimental conditions were extracted from the 3-mm-radius sphere centered on the peak voxel in left M1 (x = −42, y = −31, z = 43) and right M1 (x = 39, y =−22, z = 61). The parameter estimates from M1 that was contralateral to the correct response hand and the parameter estimates from M1 that was ipsilateral to the response hand (i.e., contralateral to the incongruent targets) were entered into a 2 × 2 repeatedmeasures ANOVA, respectively. In addition, correlation analysis across participants was conducted between the rewardinduced response activation and inhibition in M1, to test whether the inhibition strength depended on the activation strength as predicted by the 2-stage model (Freeman and Aron 2016) . Specifically, the response activation strength was calculated in terms of the difference in parameter estimates between HC and LC from the contralateral M1. The response inhibition strength was calculated in terms of the difference in parameter estimates between LIC and HIC from the ipsilateral M1.
Dynamic Causal Modeling
The DCM focused on how reward-induced response inhibition (HIC vs. LIC) related to the incongruent target was implemented through the connectivities in the brain. Different models of functional architecture and effective connectivity were compared using DCM10 implemented in SPM8. Here we used bilinear DCM, which consists of 3 different sets of parameters (Friston et al. 2003) : 1) the "intrinsic" connectivity representing the latent connectivity between brain regions irrespective of experimental conditions; 2) the "modulatory" connectivity representing the influence of experimental conditions on the intrinsic connectivity; and 3) "input" representing the driving influence on brain regions by the experimental conditions.
We extracted activation time courses (eigenvariate) from a sphere with a 3-mm radius centered on the group peak coordinates of pre-SMA, right IFC, right STN, and right caudate revealed by the contrast of "HIC > LIC" in each participant. These areas, as well as the structural and functional connection between them, were also well-documented for controlling response inhibition (Madsen et al. 2010; Coxon et al. 2012; Swann et al. 2012) . The intrinsic connectivities between each 2 areas were constructed according to previous models that based on effective connectivity (Jahfari et al. 2011; Herz et al. 2014) : unilateral connectivity from the frontal pathway (rIFC, pre-SMA) to rSTN and rCaudate, and bilateral connectivity between rIFC and pre-SMA. We constructed 7 models sharing the same intrinsic connectivity pattern, but differed in the structure of the modulatory connectivity exerted by reward (HIC vs. LIC). Figure 6A illustrates the structure of the modulatory connectivity in the 7 single models. In all of the models compared here, pre-SMA received the model input because previous studies on response inhibition revealed that the activity in pre-SMA precedes the activity in rIFC (Neubert et al. 2010; Swann et al. 2012) , and because it has been suggested that pre-SMA projects information to and recruits other areas in the frontobasal ganglia network to inhibit the inappropriate response (Forstmann et al. 2008; Hikosaka and Isoda 2010; Neubert et al. 2010; Swann et al. 2012) .
Based on our hypothesis, the potential reward modulation could be exerted on 1) all of the connections between each 2 areas (a full model, model 1); 2) the connection within pre-SMA and rIFC (the frontal pathway), and the connection from the frontal areas to the basal ganglia areas (the frontobasal ganglia pathway) (models 2 and 3); 3) the connection from the frontal areas to the basal ganglia areas (frontal-basal ganglia pathway only, models 4, 5, and 6); and 4) only the connection within the frontal areas (frontal pathway only, model 7).
These models were then compared using the Bayesian Model Selection (BMS), which uses a Bayesian framework to compute the "model evidence" for each model, representing the trade-off between model simplicity and model fitness (Penny et al. 2004 ). Here, BMS was implemented using a random-effect analysis (i.e., assuming that the model structure may vary across participants) that is robust to the presence of outliers (Stephan et al. 2009 ). Based on the estimated model evidence for each model, the random effect BMS calculates the exceedance probability, that is, the probability of a model being more likely than any other model. Model parameters were estimated from the model with the highest exceedance probability. The median of each model parameter was compared with the hypothesized median 0 using Wilcoxon signed rank test because some of the model parameters did not follow a normal distribution. Multiple comparisons were corrected with the Bonferroni method.
The hypothesis tested by our DCM analysis was which pathway(s) was modulated by reward in regulating response inhibition. For this purpose, we constructed the model space based on a well-established model of response inhibition, which assumes a unidirectional pathway from the frontal network to the basal ganglia (Jahfari et al. 2011; Herz et al. 2014) . A relevant question here might be how reward information is received and projected to the frontal areas in modulating response inhibition. One might argue that, given its important role in reward processing (Cromwell and Schultz 2003) , the caudate could be involved in this process. However, previous studies have shown that the anterior insula (AI) and the ventral striatum (VS), 2 areas in the reward circuit (Haber and Knutson 2010) , and the connectivity between AI and VS, are critical in regulating the attentional control for reward-associated stimuli (Rothkirch et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015) . Considering the ongoing debate, we did not include additional models in our DCM analysis to test how reward information is received and projected to the frontal areas. However, we did explore whether the DCM results reported here were biased by the lack of a pathway from right caudate to the prefrontal network. We compared models which include unidirectional pathway from right caudate to the frontal network and models which include bidirectional connectivity ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ) with the 7 models reported here. The model comparison showed that including models with the connectivity from right caudate to the frontal network did not change the DCM results here (Supplementary Fig. S1 ).
Results
Behavioural Data
Experiment 1 For Experiment 1A, a 2 (Reward: high vs. low) × 2 (Spatial congruency; congruent vs. incongruent) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that RTs were faster for the high-reward letters (394 ms) than for the low-reward letters (415 ms), F(1, 19) = 14.67, P = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.436, and that RTs were faster in the congruent conditions (392 ms) than in the incongruent conditions (417 ms), F(1, 19) = 92.75, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.830, that is, the typical Simon effect ( Fig.   2A , left panel). Moreover, an interaction between reward and spatial congruency was observed, F(1, 19) = 6.26, P = 0.022, η p 2 = 0.248, with the Simon effect, that is, RTs in the incongruent condition minus RTs in the congruent condition, being larger for the highreward targets (33 ms) than for the low-reward targets (18 ms) ( Fig. 2A, left panel) . Analyses on error rates revealed only a main effect of congruency, with more errors in the incongruent conditions (7.2%) than the congruent conditions (3.6%), F(1, 19) = 31.12, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.621, whereas neither the main effect of reward, F < 1, nor the interaction, F(1, 19) = 1.31, P = 0.267, reached significance ( Fig. 2A, middle panel) . For the distributional analysis, Simon effects are plotted as a function of the mean bin RT in Figure 2A (right panel). Paired t tests showed that the intercept (i.e., the parameter a) in the high-reward condition (34 ms) was larger than the intercept in the low-reward condition (22 ms), t(19) = 2.09, P = 0.050, indicating a larger Simon effect in the high-reward condition even after the effect of response speed had been regressed out. Onesample t tests showed that the slope (i.e., the parameter b) in the low-reward condition (−0.11) was lower than zero, t(19) = 2.98, P = 0.008, indicating that Simon effect decreased as a function of response speed. By contrast, the slope in the highreward condition (0.10) showed a trend of being higher than zero, t(19) = 2.03, P = 0.057 ( Fig. 2A, right panel) . In addition, the slope in the high-reward condition was higher than the slope in the low-reward condition, t(19) = 3.35, P = 0.003.
For Experiment 1B, the ANOVA on RTs showed a main effect of reward, with faster RTs for the high-reward digits (416 ms) than for the low-reward digits (441 ms), F(1, 19) = 26.18, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.579. The main effect of congruency was significant, with faster RTs in the congruent conditions (422 ms) than in the incongruent conditions (435 ms), F (1, 19) = 19.04, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.501. There was also an interaction between reward and congruency, F(1, 19) = 11.95, P = 0.003, η p 2 = 0.386, with a larger Simon effect for the high-reward targets (20 ms) than for the low-reward targets (6 ms) (Fig. 2B, left panel) . Analyses on error rates revealed only a trend of congruency effect, with more errors in the incongruent conditions (8.6%) than in the congruent conditions (6.1%), F(1, 19) = 4.28, P = 0.052, η p 2 = 0.184, whereas neither the main effect of reward, F(1, 19) = 1.33, P = 0.264, nor the interaction, F < 1, reached significance (Fig.  2B, middle panel) . A similar distributional analysis on Simon effect was carried out for Experiment 1B. Paired t tests on the parameter estimates of the model fitting showed a pattern of results similar to Experiment 1 A. Specifically, the intercept in the high-reward condition (22 ms) was larger than the intercept in the lowreward condition (9 ms), t(19) = 2.32, P = 0.032, indicating a larger Simon effect in the high-reward condition even after the effect of response speed had been regressed out. One-sample t tests showed that the slope in the low-reward condition (−0.17) was lower than zero, t(19) = 3.71, P = 0.001, indicating that the Simon effect decreased as a function of response speed. By contrast, the slope in the high-reward condition (−0.06) did not differ from zero, t(19) = 1.16, P = 0.260 ( Fig. 2A, right panel) . In addition, the slope in the high-reward condition showed a trend of being less negative than the slope in the low-reward condition, t(19) = 1.98, P = 0.062.
Experiment 2 (EEG Experiment)
The 2×2 ANOVA on RTs showed a main effect of reward, F(1, 23) = 66.14, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.742, with faster responses to the high-reward targets (389 ms) than to the low-reward targets (426 ms), and a main effect of spatial congruency, F(1, 23) = 13.01, P = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.361, with faster responses to the congruent targets (402 ms) than to the incongruent targets (413 ms). The interaction between reward and congruency was also significant, F(1, 23) = 13.52, P = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.370, with a larger
Simon effect for the high-reward targets (20 ms) than for the low-reward targets (2 ms) (Fig. 2C, left panel) . Analyses on error rates showed a main effect of reward, with fewer errors in the high-reward conditions (5.2%) than in the low-reward conditions (6.0%), F(1, 23) = 6.81, P = 0.016, η p 2 = 0.228. There was no main effect of spatial congruency, F < 1, but an interaction between reward and congruency, F(1, 23) = 5.71, P = 0.025, η p 2 = 0.199. Further paired-t tests revealed that the Simon effect in terms of error rate was observed for the high-reward targets (1.7%), t(23) = 2.46, P = 0.022, but not for the low-reward targets (−1.1%), t < 1 (Fig. 2C, middle panel) .
The distributional analysis and model fitting on RTs showed that the intercept in the high-reward condition (25 ms) was larger than the intercept in the low-reward condition (10 ms), t(23) = 2.68, P = 0.013, indicating an increased Simon effect in the high-reward condition even after the effect of response speed had been regressed out. The slope in the low-reward condition (−0.21) was smaller than zero, t(23) = 5.61, P < 0.001, indicating a decreased Simon effect as a function of response speed, whereas Reward and Action Selection Wang et al. | 7 the slope in the high-reward condition (−0.00) did not differ from zero, t < 1, indicating equivalent Simon effects across different response speeds (Fig. 2C, right panel) . In addition, the slope in the high-reward condition was higher than the slope in the low-reward condition, t(23) = 3.28, P = 0.003.
Experiment 3 (fMRI Experiment)
The ANOVA on RTs showed a main effect of reward, F(1, 23) = 76.68, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.769, with faster responses to the highreward targets (465 ms) than to the low-reward targets (495 ms), and a main effect of spatial congruency, F(1,23) = 111.90, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.830, with faster responses to the congruent targets (468 ms) than to the incongruent targets (492 ms). There was also an interaction between reward and congruency, F(1, 23) = 15.75, P = 0.001, η p 2 = 0.406, with a larger Simon effect for the high-reward targets (35 ms) than for the low-reward targets (13 ms) (Fig. 2D, left panel) . Analyses on error rates revealed only a main effect of spatial congruency, F(1, 23) = 18.11, P < high-reward and low-reward conditions. Error bars and shades denote within-subject standard errors (Cousineau 2005). 0.001, η p 2 = 0.441, whereas neither the main effect of reward, F < 1, nor the interaction, F(1, 23) = 2.92, P = 0.101, reached statistical significance (Fig. 2D, middle panel) . For the distributional analysis and the model fitting, the intercept in the high-reward condition (37 ms) was larger than the intercept in the low-reward condition (18 ms), t (23) = 3.73, P = 0.001, indicating an increased Simon effect in the highreward condition even after the effect of response speed had been regressed out. The slope in the low-reward condition (−0.16) was smaller than zero, t(23) = 4.45, P < 0.001, indicating a decreased Simon effect as a function of response speed, whereas the slope in the high-reward condition (−0.02) did not differ from zero, t < 1, indicating equivalent Simon effects across different response speeds (Fig. 2D, right panel) . In addition, the slope in the high-reward condition was higher than the slope in the low-reward condition, t(23) = 2.50, P = 0.020.
EEG Data
ERPs Figure 3A shows the averaged waveforms of the stimuluslocked LRP. For the early time window, ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of congruency, F(1, 23) = 7.34, P = 0.013, η p 2 = 0.242, with negative LRP responses to the congruent trials and positive LRP responses to the incongruent trials. The main effect of reward was not significant, F < 1. However, there was a significant interaction between reward and congruency, F(1, 23) = 6.65, P = 0.017, η p 2 = 0.224, driven by a larger amplitude difference between the high reward incongruent (HIC) trials (0.67 μV) and high reward congruent (HC) trials (−1.41 μV) than the difference between the low reward incongruent (LIC) trials (0.98 μV) and the low reward congruent (LC) trials (−0.53 μV). Moreover, at the individual level, the amplitude difference modulated by reward showed a correlation with RT difference modulated by reward, r = 0.569, P = 0.004. For the late time window, no significant effect was revealed, all Ps > 0.2. Figure 3B shows the averaged waveforms of the responselocked LRP. For the early time window, ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of congruency F(1, 23) = 6.80, P = 0.016, η p 2 = 0.228, with more negative LRP in the congruent conditions than in incongruent conditions. The main effect of reward was not significant, F < 1. The interaction between reward and congruency was significant, F(1,23) = 18.29, P < 0.001, η p 2 = 0.443, which was driven by a larger amplitude difference between HIC trials (0.97 μV) and HC trials (−0.81 μV) than the difference between LIC trials (0.78 μV) and LC trials (0.36 μV). There was Reward and Action Selection Wang et al. | 9 also a trend for a difference in LRP amplitude between high and low reward congruent trials, t(23) =−1.77, P = 0.09, whereas there was no difference in LRP amplitude between high and low reward incongruent trials, t < 1. Moreover, at the individual level, the amplitude difference between high and low reward congruent conditions showed a correlation with RT difference between these 2 conditions, r = 0.484, P = 0.016. For the late time window, no significant effects were found, all Ps > 0.2. Here the reward modulation on LRP manifested mainly for the congruent trials. This might be related to the fact that both the reward-induced response activation and inhibition, which might counteract with each other, were involved for incongruent trials, whereas only the reward-induced response activation was involved for congruent trials.
Frontal Theta Oscillations
The topographical distribution of theta band oscillations is shown in Figure 4 . The permutation tests found no significant clusters for the low-reward conditions (Ps = 1, Fig. 4B ). However, Fz, F1, F2, F3, F4, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC6, Cz, C1, C2, C4, C5, and C6 were grouped as a significant cluster for the high-reward conditions, with the frequency ranging from 6 to 8 Hz and the time interval ranging from 180 to 570 ms postonset (cluster statistics = 2739.5, P = 0.006, Fig. 4A ), suggesting that frontal theta oscillations were stronger in the HIC condition (97.7% in power change averaged across the whole cluster) than in the HC condition (58.1% power change). As shown in Figure 4 , the strongest theta activity was located at FCz. For the interaction between reward and congruency, Fz, F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, Cz, C1, C2, C3 were grouped as a significant cluster with frequency ranging from 6 to 8 Hz and time interval ranging from 370 to 730 ms (cluster statistic = 1273.9, P = 0.045, Fig. 4C ).
fMRI Data
Region of Interest (ROI) Analysis in M1
For the contralateral M1, the ANOVA showed only a main effect of reward, F(1, 23) = 5.77, P = 0.025, η p 2 = 0.201, but no main effect of congruency, or interaction, both F < 1, indicating enhanced motor activation by reward for the correct response hand (Fig. 5A) . The reward-facilitated behavioral response (RT difference between the HC and LC conditions) correlated with the reward-enhanced motor activation in the contralateral M1, r = 0.448, P = 0.028 (Fig. 5B, left panel) . For the ipsilateral M1, there was a main effect of congruency, F(1, 23) = 6.34, P = 0.019, η p 2 = 0.216, indicating that incongruent trials induced stronger activity in the contralateral motor cortex than congruent trials. However, the main effect of reward, F(1, 23) = 2.32, P = 0.141 and the interaction, F(1, 23) = 2.29, P = 0.144, did not reach significance. The lack of a significant interaction here might be due to the entangled reward-induced response activation and inhibition for the HIC condition (vs. LIC condition), the separation of which suffered from the poor temporal resolution of fMRI. Critically, the reward-induced inhibition strength in the ipsilateral M1 showed a correlation with the reward-induced activation strength in the contralateral M1, r = 0.476, P = 0.019 (Fig. 5B, right panel) , suggesting that the individual participants' reward-induced inhibition strength was dependent on the reward-induced activation strength.
Whole-Brain Contrasts
We conducted the contrast "HIC > LIC" across the whole brain to identify areas involved in coping with the inappropriate response activation that was enhanced by reward. The contrast revealed a frontobasal ganglia network including pre-SMA, right IFC, right subthalamus where the peak voxel was localized in STN, and dorsal striatum where the peak voxel was localized in right caudate (Fig. 5B , left panel; Table 1 ). The reverse contrast "LIC > HIC" did not reveal any activated areas.
The contrast "HC > LC" revealed the activation of right nucleus accumbens (NAcc), right IFC and posterior cingulate cortex (Fig.  5B , middle panel; Table 1 ). The reverse contrast "LC > HC" did not reveal any activated areas. More importantly, pre-SMA and right IFC could still be observed when the contrast "HIC > LIC" was exclusively masked by the areas activated by the contrast "HC > LC" (Fig. 5B , right panel; Table 1 ), suggesting the role of pre-SMA and right IFC in inhibiting the inappropriate response activation was enhanced by reward, rather than playing an augmented role in the reward-enhanced response activation. Figure 6A shows the exceedance probabilities derived from the Bayesian model comparison on the 7 models. The winning model was the one where only the intrinsic connectivities within the frontal areas were modulated by reward (i.e., the frontal pathway). The model parameters estimated based on the winning model are depicted in Figure 6B . Importantly for the modulatory connectivities, the HIC, but not the LIC, condition significantly enhanced the connectivity from pre-SMA to rIFC. There was no modulatory effect on the connectivity from rIFC to pre-SMA. These results suggest that the high-reward significantly enhanced the connectivity from pre-SMA to rIFC, whereas the low-reward failed to reliably alter the connectivity.
Dynamic Causal Modeling
Discussion
In this study, we showed that reward can enhance automatic response activation in the motor cortex, which is overcome by active response inhibition when it conflicts with the correct response. The dynamic interactions between MFC and rIFC plays a causal role in controlling reward-induced response inhibition, suggesting an important role of the frontal cortex in motivating cognitive control (Kouneiher et al. 2009 ).
Reward-Induced Response Activation in the Motor Cortex
According to the dual-mechanism model, the lateral target triggers automatic response activation at the spatially corresponding hand, which causes facilitation when this activation is congruent with the task-required hand whereas it causes Reward and Action Selection Wang et al. | 11 conflict when this activation is opposite to the task-required hand (De Jong et al. 1994; Ridderinkhof 2002) . From this perspective, increased conflict for the high-reward targets in our data suggests an enhanced response activation by reward.
One alternative account could be that high-reward (vs. lowreward) targets possess higher salience (Berridge and Robinson 1998; Wang et al. 2015) , which could facilitate the response to the target. Given that the Simon effect decreases as a function of response speed, the larger Simon effect in the high-reward condition relative to the low-reward condition could have appeared as a by-product of the reward-enhanced response speed. This account, however, seems to be inconsistent with the increased conflict by high-reward target after the response speed had statistically been regressed out. More importantly, in contrast to a linear decrease of response conflict for lowreward targets, which confirmed the transient nature of response activation (De Jong et al. 1994) , the conflict induced by high-reward targets did not decrease with increasing RTs to the same extent as the conflict induced by low-reward targets, suggesting a sustained response activation. Taken together, our behavioral results suggest that the reward-enhanced conflict cannot be simply attributed to the facilitated responses to the high-reward targets.
The reward-induced response activation in the Simon task echoes previous studies using other cognitive control tasks. For example, Freeman et al. (2014 Freeman et al. ( , 2016 showed that a NoGo stimulus that has been predictive of reward induces more erroneous responses, compared with a NoGo stimulus that has not been predictive of reward. In a Stroop task, Krebs et al. (2010 Krebs et al. ( , 2011 found slower responses to an incongruent word when the word meaning is related to a reward-associated color. The consistent results from various tasks point towards a common prepotent response activation modulated by reward.
Here we provide direct neural evidence for such response activation with the BOLD signal in the motor cortex, and the ERP component LRP, which is mainly generated within primary motor cortex (Leuthold and Jentzsch 2002) . A negative LRP indicates response activation at the correct hand while a positive LRP indicates response activation at the incorrect hand (van Schie et al. 2004; Leuthold 2011) . The ERP results showed that the congruent targets induce negative LRP, whereas incongruent targets induce positive LRP, which turns to be negative in a later epoch, replicating the response activation pattern over the motor cortex in previous studies (Sommer et al. 1993; ValleInclan and Redondo 1998) . In an extension, our results showed that such response activation is modulated by reward. Specifically, relative to the low-reward targets, the high-reward targets induce a stronger LRP and greater BOLD signals in M1, and these reward-triggered modulations on the motor activity could predict the reward-triggered modulation in RTs, suggesting enhanced motor activation by reward-associated stimuli.
Reward-Enhanced Response Inhibition in the Frontal Pathway
In the human brain, cognitive control is closely related to MFC (Ridderinkhof et al. 2004; Boehler et al. 2010; Duque et al. 2013 ). This notion gains support from EEG evidence showing thetaband oscillations along the midfrontal channels (Cohen and Cavanagh 2011; Nigbur et al. 2012 ) and brain imaging and stimulation evidence showing a crucial role of pre-SMA (Duque et al. 2013; Rae et al. 2014 ) during response inhibition. Along these lines, our results further revealed that response inhibition by MFC could be modulated by reward. In our EEG experiment, midfrontal theta oscillations were more recruited to resolve the response conflict in the high-reward conditions than in the low-reward condition. Similarly, in our fMRI experiment, pre-SMA exhibited higher BOLD signals in the HIC condition than in the LIC condition. These results are consistent with Krebs et al. (2011) who showed an increased BOLD signal in pre-SMA when the incongruent meaning of the Stroop word is related to reward. The converging evidence suggests that MFC is responsible for coping with the inappropriate response activation reinforced by reward.
Another key brain site involved in inhibitory control is rIFC (Aron et al. 2007; Forstmann et al. 2008; Boehler et al. 2010) , which is considered as a brake to implement inhibitory control . In a stop-signal task, Padmala and Pessoa (2010) showed that rIFC is more active during response inhibition in a reward context, compared with a no-reward context. Similarly in the present study, boosted activity in rIFC was also observed when the incongruent targets was associated with high-reward, suggesting that the involvement of rIFC in response inhibition is modulated by reward. Moreover, our Table 1 Brain areas revealed by the contrasts: "HIC > LIC," "HC > LC," and "HIC > LIC" exclusively masked by "HC > LC. " Coordinates (x, y, z DCM results showed that the functional connectivity from pre-SMA to rIFC was strengthened in the HIC condition, where there was a stronger need for response inhibition. This is in line with a previous study showing increased effective connectivity between pre-SMA and right lateral prefrontal cortex when cognitive control is implemented in a reward context (Kouneiher et al. 2009 ). As an extension, our DCM results revealed a causal role of the connectivity from pre-SMA to rIFC in implementing reward-enhanced response inhibition, suggesting the critical role of the frontal pathway in motivating response inhibition. The convergent EEG and fMRI-DCM evidence in the present study is in agreement with the notion that MFC computes the benefit-cost of control and regulates cognitive resources in the lateral prefrontal cortex, which in turn governs the inhibition of inappropriate responses (Kouneiher et al. 2009; Rushworth et al. 2004; Shenhav et al. 2013) . The critical role of the frontal pathway in implementing reward-enhanced response control in the present study seemed at odds with the frontosubthalamic connectivity in Herz et al. (2014) . Such different neural mechanisms, however, may point to the dual mechanisms of cognitive control, which suggest proactive control and reactive control as 2 distinct manners of control (Braver 2012) . According to this framework, the task goal is actively maintained before the occurrence of cognitively demanding events in proactive control, whereas the adjustment is mobilized in a "late correction" manner in reactive control (Braver 2012) . In Herz et al. (2014) , trials with the prospect of reward gain were blocked in the way that conflict Figure 6 . The dynamic causal modeling (DCM) for pre-SMA, rIFC, rSTN, and rCaudate. (A) The structure of 7 models which differed in the specific pathway(s) that modulated by reward (HIC vs. LIC), and the exceedance probabilities of the 7 models. (B) The estimated DCM parameters of the winning model (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons).
Reward and Action Selection Wang et al. | 13 control could be motivated and actively maintained during a block. By contrast in the present study, given that the reward information was unpredictable until the onset of the target in each trial, conflict control was thus recruited after detecting the incompatible response tendencies. As a result of the task context at hand, it is likely that proactive control was dominant in the former case whereas reactive control was dominant in the latter case. Future studies are therefore needed to elucidate whether the neural mechanism (e.g., frontal-basal ganglia pathway vs. frontal pathway) underlying the reward modulation on cognitive control is critically dependent on the dominant control mode (proactive vs. reactive).
The 2-Stage Model of Reward-Induced Response Activation and Inhibition
Based on both behavioral and physiological evidence, Freeman et al. proposed a 2-stage processing model to explain the reward-induced response activation and inhibition (Freeman et al. 2014; Freeman and Aron 2016) . In the first stage, rewardrelated stimuli enhance early response activation. This enhanced response activation by reward results in both faster RTs for Go stimuli and more errors for NoGo stimuli, accompanied by enhanced effector-muscle activity. In the second stage, response inhibition needs to overcome the inappropriate response activation for NoGo stimuli. The inhibition strength, as measured by muscle activity, crucially depends on the activation strength. Specifically, reward-related stimuli recruit stronger response inhibition than reward-unrelated stimuli, and the inhibition strength could be individually predicted by the activation strength. In the current study, consistent with the first stage of the model, we found an early rewardenhanced response activation in the motor cortex. This enhanced response tendency could facilitate the response when it is congruent with the correct response hand, but caused stronger conflict when it is incongruent with the correct response hand, thereby requiring stronger inhibitory control to overcome the enhanced, inappropriate response tendency. Correspondingly, we found frontal theta oscillations which were accompanied by the attenuation of the reward-enhanced response activation in the late time window, and the activation of the frontal-basal ganglia network of response inhibition. Moreover, the reward-modulated inhibition strength in the task-irrelevant M1 crucially depends on the reward-induced activation strength in the task-relevant M1. These neural activities accord well with the reward-modulated inhibition in the second stage of the model. As such, our results reveal the neural correlates of the 2 processing stages and the corresponding neural dynamics of the reward-induced response activation and inhibition.
Despite the apparently similar patterns of reward-enhanced response activation and the corresponding response inhibition to overcome the inappropriate response activation, different mechanisms may be involved in the response inhibition outlined in the 2-stage model and the response inhibition observed in the current study. In previous studies (Freeman et al. 2014; Freeman and Aron 2016) , inhibiting/withholding the enhanced response tendency to the reward-associated stimuli is accomplished with the aim of achieving the task goal at hand, because reward is only expected in Go trials but not in NoGo trials. By contrast in the current study, response inhibition was not only recruited to achieve the task goal, but also motivated to gain the upcoming reward, which underlies the approachapproach conflict between 2 desired responses in a real-world situation. Taken together, the similar patterns in the 2 lines of studies point to a common 2-stage model of reward-enhanced response activation and the corresponding response inhibition, irrespective of the particular goal of the response inhibition.
The current findings concerning the interaction between reward and response activation/inhibition may help to understand the neural dynamics underlying self-control disorders. Response inhibition is a central component of cognitive control (Logan 1994; Ridderinkhof et al. 2011; Bari and Robbins 2013; Aron et al. 2014) . The dysfunction of response inhibition characterizes self-control disorders such as attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), addiction and obsessive compulsory disorder (OCD) (Chambers et al. 2009 ). Moreover, patients with such maladaptive behaviors often show deficits in responding to reward, accompanied by dysfunctions of the dopamine reward pathway (Figee et al. 2011; Volkow, et al. 2011) . It is possible that the parallel deficits in response inhibition and reward processing interactively contribute to the manifestation of selfcontrol disorders in these patients.
In summary, the present study demonstrates that rewardassociated stimuli promote early response activation, which asks for a top-down response inhibition, through the dynamic interaction between MFC and rIFC, to overcome the enhanced, inappropriate response activation when it is incongruent with the current goal, delaying behavioral responses. Our findings provide a dynamic neural model for the reward-induced response inhibition and can advance our understanding of the neural communication between reward and cognitive control in generating adaptive behaviors.
